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USE TRIED 
AND PROVEN 

trick #1
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balance: golden ratio
to simplify: deduct two squares
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use continuity to direct to 
the center of attention
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AVOID 
“ALMOST” 

trick #2

SITUATIONS



IS THIS SYMMETRY?

YES.            NO.



SYMMETRY                                      ASYMMETRY



ALMOST VERTICALS



VERTICAL                                      PERSPECTIVE



typical ”almost” situations: 
- almost symmetry 
- almost horizontal/vertical 
- almost aligned 
- almost centered 
- inadequate contrast 
…
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WORK FAST 

Divergent phase:  
move quickly through very different options



Convegent phase:  
move between different parts of the project

Divergent phase:  
move quickly through very different options

WORK FAST 



COMBINE 
RATIONAL 
+ 
IRRATIONAL 

trick #5



                     irrational

improvized notes



rational      irrational

harmony (mathematics) 
Dm - G7 - Cmai7

improvized notes



principles of 
composition

go with the flow

rational      irrational
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